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● ~.~c s~dy: sc~ing of the 11.4’24G~ TBNLC dmign of a relativistic ~yStrOll

two-beam accelerator to 30 GHz. In particular the design of the RF output structure to
deliver 190 MW. (See attachment #l).
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RK-CLIC RF Power Source Design

Shmuel Eylon, Steve Lidia, Enrique Henestroza, Tim Houck, Glen Westenskow, and Simon YU

June 1996

The following note investigates scaling the 11.4-GHz TBNLC design [1]of a relativistic klystron
twwbeam accelerator for a 30-GHz, 50-bunch accelerator design. We will refer to this point design
as the RK-CLIC. We do not expect that the design will be optimal, but offer it as a starting point
for discussions. In this memo, we begin with a general description of the RK-CLIC and drive
beam dynamics, discuss required changes to major components, estimate the efficiency of wall
plug to microwave power, and estimate costs. To be of interest the design must be such that it:

* Can be installedat modest cost,
* Operate with high wall plug to reconversion efilciency,
* Have acceptable drive beam dynamics.

RK-CLIC

We are considering the accelerator architecture discussed during the CLIURK-TBA Collaboration
Meeting held in January 1996 B. This architecture uses the CLIC “1.5” main accelerator structure
(about 1.5 times longer than the initial accelerator structure considered for CLIC), where each of
the main accelerating structures will require 95 MW to produce an average - accekxating
gradient of 80 MV/m. Each structure is 0.42 m long and we have assumed that they will beplaced
at 0.5 m spacing. The average gradient for the linac is thus 67 MV/m. The total length of the main
accelerator will be 15 km to produce 1-TeV center-of-mass energy. The group velocity of the rf in
the structwe is 0.082 speed-of-light.

The RK-CLIC case being considered is for 50 bunches in the high energy Iinac with a spacing of
20 cm between bunches. lhe assumed rf pulse shape desired is shown in Figure 1. The desired
flat top is 33.7 ns. The 17 ns rise linear ramp in the rf fields is so the fti energy of all the
multibunches will be the same at the interaction region. Figure 2 is a more detailed illustration of
the desired shape of the rfpower and associated electric field dining the 17 ns ramp. l%gure 3 plots
the accelerating fields as a function of position at the start of the “flat-top.” The fields are low at the
downstream section of the high gradient structure for the fmt pulse. This compensates for the
reduction in the accelerating fields due to beam loading for latter pulses. Figures 2 and 3 wem
supplied by Lars Thomdahl.

If
fields

17ns 50 ns

Figure 1. Anticipated rf power pulse required for the RK-CLIC.
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Figure 2. Initial ramp of the output
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Figure 3. Accelerating gradient along the
length of the high-gradient structure.

In analogy to the TBNLC, we propose that the high-gradient linac be powered by 50 RK-CLIC
units. Each unit provides rf power for about 300 meters of the main Iinac, (50 units .300 m.
67 MeV/m = 1 TeV), and each unit would have the major components shown in Figure 4.

? Bearn Bfinch Ef!lciency B~am
modulation compression enhancement Dump

4 10 m ●+ 26m+ 4 300 m ●

300 rf output structures “
at 190 MW per output

F@ue 4. Layout of a RK-CLIC unit showing major components.

We expect that the drive beam dynamics are very similar between the TBNLC and the RK-CLIC
designs. The rfpower production per meter is comparable for the two systems (190 MW/m in
RK-CLIC vs. 180 MW/m in TBNLC). In the RK-CLIC design we have placed the output
structures every meter, and extract sufficient power to drive two high gmdient structures. A
schematic of this design is shown in Figure 5.

. .

Ferrite Co;es PPM Quads I

Figure5. Schematic of layout of RK-CLIC unit driving the high-gradient Iinac.
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Beam dyhamics issues

The beam dynamics issues which are of concern with this design are:
● Transport – the RK-CLIC will require a low em.ittance drive beam to allow it to pass

through the small apertures in the proposed output structures.
● Longitudinal bunch stability – use of inductively detuned output StIUCLUXESto maintain a

well bunched beam over the 300-meters output section.
● Low iiequency BBU - suppression of transverse beam instabilities by the use of induction

cell gaps with low transverse shunt impedance coupled with the expected energy spread (to
provide Landau damping).

“ High frequency BBU - spacing of the output structures at A@ spacing (“half betatron
node scheme”) to suppress the instability growth.

For the RK-CLIC transport system we have assumed permanent magnet quadruples with:
● FODO lattice
● 33.3 cm lattice period (60’ phase advance@eriod),
● 2 meter betatron period
● 800 G pole strength (ferrite magnets, I@ is first non-zero harmonic)
● 2.5 cm mdhts bore

For a 500-Ic-mm-mr normalized edge errtittance beam, we expect the edge diameter to be 3 mm.
The output cavities scaled to 30 GHz will have a beam tube diameter of 6 mm. This puts a high
emphasis on production of low emittance beams. The emhtance requirement could be xelaxed by
increasing the drive beam energy.

We have assumed that a 30-GHz chopper can be produced. For the adiabatic compression section
we have assumed we cart reach the same rf bunching in both the TBNLC and RK-CLIC drive
beams (1120 A of rf current).

The synchrotronsperiod (particle rotation in the rf bucket) for this case is estimated to be:

()
&. 27c $-~-* ’2= 30 meters. (1)

The output structtues will need to be detuned to compensate for longitudinal space charge and
energy spread effects. However, the shorter synchrotrons wavelength and closer spacing of the
output structures should make longitudinal stability easier in the RK-CLIC design.

We expect the beam dynamics for the low frequency BBU to be the same as in the TBNLC.
However, we may want to lower the acceptable growth IeveL Calculations will need to be
performed to estimate the expected energy spread for the RK-CLIC. This will allow an estimate of
the effectiveness of Landau damping.

For the RK-CLIC we will be able to maintain the spacing of the output structures at one half
betatron wavelengths of the focusing system. Sensitivity of the “half betatron node scheme” will
need to be checked for the new system, but we do not expect a large change from that found for
TBNLC.
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RF output structure design

For this memo we made a direct scaling of the three-cell fraveling-wave output structure that we
proposed for the TBNLC. The shunt impedance has been rcdiiced to produce the lower rf power
level required for CLIC. An illustration of the proposed output structure is shown in Figure 6. The
longitudinal impedance will be invariant under this direct scaling while the Wansverse impedance
will increase with co[~.

Interaetlon mode TMO1

Phase velocffy 1.3 c

‘Wm’t

RF OtiDUS

mm

4*.
‘en9tt) , =ti

‘- Maxtmum surface
ql~ electrical field 145 MV/m

Figure 6. Illustration of rhe TBNLC ourput structure scaled for the RK-CLIC.

For 360 MW of power, the maximum surface field for the TBNLC output structure is predicted to
be about 75 MV/m. At 190 MW the surface field should be reduced to

(190/360)1~ -75 MV/m = 55 MV/m. (2)

Then seeling”the surface fields as Q - a-l ~, where a is the apermm. radius and, assuming a varies
as l,, yields a prediction for the surface fields of 145 MV/m for the RK-CLIC output structure
generating 190 MW. Experiments on relativistic klystrons at LLNL fi indicate that traveling-wave
output structures can be operated safely with surface fields of 100 MV/m for a 50-ns pulse at
11.4-GHz. Assuming that the breakdown limit for a copper structure scales approximately as the
square root of the frequency fi, we expect to operate up to 160 MV/m fields without breakdown.
It may afso be possible to utilize SW cavities rather than TW structures in the RK-CLIC design.

The transverse impedance increases as Q assuming the geometry is also scaled as e) [a factor of
2.6 between RK-CLIC and TBNLCJ ‘flrere will also be twice as many output structures for the
RK-CLIC, but with about one half the longitudinal shunt impedance of the TBNLC structures.
Preliminary studies indicate that the transverse impedance for a SW cavity design may be only a
third as for the TBNLC TW structure. Also, the flat top duration for the RK-CLIC design is only
about 1/10 that of the TBNLC design. The convective nature of the instability may result in the
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peak instability propagating out of the pulse tail. For these masons, we expect similar transveme
instabilities for the RK-CLIC as was found in the TBNLC case.

Induction Cell Design

The use of METGLAS@ 2605SC in RK-CLIC is not practical because of high losses for short
pulses. However, the above time scales fit the parameters for ferrite material. We cannot lower the
rise time of thyratron switching, used in the TBNLC design, sufficiently to obtain a 17-ns rise
time. Generally, the RK-CLIC design is more attractive for longer flat-tops (more bunches), until
the cross-sectional ma of the ferrite core incteases such that the core volume becomes large.

We have held the induction cell voltage the same (100 lcV/cell) as in the TBNLC design. The pulse
length at the FWHM of the voltage waveform, ~h , is talmn as 50 ns. The amorphous material
(METGLAS~ used fm the TBNLC induction cell has relatively high losses for short pukes (fast
rate of flux swing, AB/dt). Instead we will assume that ferrite k used for the accelerator cores.
Below a comparison is made between ferrite and amorphous material. The core design consists of
a 25 cm long tube of ferrite with a 8 cm inner diameter. If we assume a AB of 0.65 T, then the
outer diameter of the ferrite will be less than 14.2 cm, see equation (4) below. The volume of
ferrite per cell will then be about 2.68x103 ms.

VC. ‘rh= Ac. AB, or 10$ Volts ● 5xl@s = 7.7x1(Y3m2. (0.65 T) (3)
&= Ar. Az * rO=rj+Ar=4.0cm +3.1cm=7.1cm (4)

The energy loss per volume for CMD-5005 material forAB = 0.65 T and a dB/dt of 0.65 T/50 ns,
or 13 T/jM, is estimated to be 600 J/m3. Thus, about 1.6 J will be lost in the ferrite per shot. The
energy required for the beam is approximately 1/3 (three induction cells per output structure) of the
190 MW. 50ns or3.17 J.

The losses associated with capacitance and stray induction for these short pulses can limit
efficiency. If we assume that C = 20 pf, then ~ is the energy 10SSwhere ECaP= C . V?2 = 0.1
J. Thus, the efilciency for the cell is

q.= 3.17/(3.17 + 1.6+ 0.1)= 65%. (5)

A smaller inner radius for the com would reduce core losses, but would also reduce the beam line
aperture increasing the transverse impedance of the induction cell gaps. New core materials could.
lead to better effkiency and lower costs. Within the limitations of core materials that we have
testi the easiest way to improve efficiency is to increase the pulse length. In F&ure 7 the
efficiency of induction cells for three different core materials am plotted as a function of pulse
length. The voltage, inner radius, and length of the core were fixed at the RK-CLIC design values
given above. Below 50 ns, the CMD-5005 ferrite is preferred material. Over 100 ns, METGLAS@
alloy 2714AS begins to show improved efficiency. For very long pulses, on the order of several
ys, METGLAS@ alloy 2605SC can be the best choice. Doubling the pulse length will increase the
core efficiency by about 8%.
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An important factor in the choice of induction core material is the total volume required which then
determines the core cost. Figure 8 plots the volume as a function of puke length for the three cases
used in Figure 7. The lower AB ferrite requires a much greater core volume to generate the desir~
pulse length than the METGLAS” alloys. Variations in core geometry will change the details of
Figures 7 and 8, but in general more ferrite will be required than METGLA9.
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Figure 7. Induction cell efficiency (beam power/power delivered to cell) for different pulse lengths.
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Figure 8. Required core volume to generate different pulse lengths.
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Pulsed power system

The nqxxition rate of RK-CLIC will be determined by the required luminosity of the collider. With
a train of 50-pulses, the CLIC design calls for a 600 Hz repetition rote. The pulsed power system
proposed in the TBNLC design is not suitable at this repetition rate. We am proposing two
different systems. ‘

Magnetic switching [~ has been demonstrated at high repetition rates N in other experiments, and
is a citndidate power switching method for the RK-CLIC design. Because of the short required rf
pulse length, we are proposing a magnetic pulse compnxion system. Figure 9 is an induction cell
voltage puke generated using a magnetic compressionbvitching system demonstrating that the
rise time requirements can be accomplished. The picture was taken at the LLNL Accelerator
Research Center during testing of SNOMAD cells in July 1990. Firing jitter was about 1 ns and
energy variation over the “flat top” was about 1% during operational runs. Ability to cool the
ferrite cores and the puke power units will need design effoz but we feel that multiple kHz
operation is possible with this technology.

1

I

I

A preliminary design for a three stage magnetic pulse compressor was performed to assist in
estimating cost and efficiency. It is cheaper to Iimit the DC power supplies to 15-20 kV. A step-up
transformer would then be needed to produce the 100 kV needed for the induction cell. A
reasonable alternative solution, used in the TBNLC design, is to operate the induction cell as a
trans.~mner. lle tote is segmented longitudinally with each segment driven separately. This could
slightly increase the total com volume and cell fabrication costs, but eliminate a separate
transformer and decrease total losses. In this preliminary design, the cores are divided into four
segments, each driven at 25 kV, and six cores (2-m of accelerator representing a beam-loaded
impedance of 1.5 Q) are driven by the output of one magnetic compressor. ‘l%edesign parameters
for the magnetic compressor are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Magnetic compressor parameters.

stage Tme to ChargefDischarge Gain Switching Com / Turns Core Mlciency

First 7.5 ps/ 1.25 ps 6 5.843 kG - 2605SC / 20 0.983

Second 1.25 w / 250 ns 5 20.794 kG -2714AS / 6 0.984

Third 250 ns / 50 ns 5 26.815 kG - 2714AS / 1 0.980

Energy storage for the third stage consists of a 0.84-m long, water-filled Blumlein line. The first
two stages use Smmtium-Thnate capacitors. The long charge time of the fmt stage allows the use
of SCR’S in the CRC for the initial triggering. The Blumlein line is the major expense for the
magnetic compressor. A simple coaxial transmission line will lower COSGbu~ because of the
higher charging voltage, lowers the efficiency of the third stage to about 0.92. The use of dielectric
ffll~ high-voltage cables for the BIumlein Iine requires fewer cores to be driven to increase the
load impedance. Thus, this configuration will have more modulator units and approximately the
same total cost as water-filled Blumlein lines.
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The advantage with this magnetic compressor system is that it is totally solid state.Itshouldhave
high-reliability, long lifetime, good efficiency, and be capable of kHz operation. A drawback of the
system is that it is dtiticult to adjust the voltage wave shapes to obtain different accelerating
gradients. The addition of fast correction circuits interspersed in the system could be used to
correct for errors. In general, such a system can achieve good results at one design parameter, but
may not be flexible for other operational conditions.

A.second candidate for the pulsed power system is to trigger a transmission line, e.g. a Bhmlein,
with a rhyratron switching. Figure 10 shows a vokage pulse obtained with a thyratron switch and
Blumfeirs line driving a resistive load. The photograph was taken in June 1989 by Lou Reginato at
1 n,

BJ I 1 I i 1 i 1 4
Figure 9. Voltage pulse on induction cell using Figure 10.volts..
magnetic compression/switching. Scales are a Bhn-nfeinwith a thyratron into a resistive load.
12 kV/div and 10 ns/div. Scales are 10 kV/div and 20 ns/div.

This is an attractive option due to the simplicity of the des&ssand high relative efficiency for longer
pulses. A prefiirtmy design uses a single thyrarron switching a 0.84-m long, water-fikd
Blumfein line to drive a single core (three segments) at 33 kV. Due to ohmic losses in the water, a
CRC with solid stare switches will be used to charge the Blrsrnlein in about 1 vs. ‘fire major
concerns with thyrarrons am lifetime artd reliabfiry. Depending on pulse requirements, thy-atron
lifetimes of 1 to 3 years at 600 Hz operation is reasonable. The figure of merit is the total charge
exnacted from the thyratmn. If the pulse length is doubld the repetition rate would need to be.
halved to keep the lifetime constant.

System efficiency

Where possible, comparable efficiencies for similar steps with conventional kfysrrons or the
TBNLC are used. We have afso tried to base estimates on yrdues that can be obtained with current
technology.

(1) DC Power Supplies - Conventional 60 Hz 3 phase fufl wave rectifier with filter supplies
will be used. Estimated efficiency is 93%.
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(2) Command Resonant Charging (CRC) System – A solid state
Estimated efficiency is 96%.

(3) Modulator - Power losses for magnetic pulse compression
components, core losses, ohmic losses in the Blurnlein water,

CRC system will be used.

are due primarily to three
and capacitors. Losses due

to the c&ling system axv included under auxiliary power. Core losses (eftlciencies) are
given in Table 1. Assuming the same ratio between the outer and middle conductors radii
as between the middle and inner, the energy loss in the water can be expressed as:

(4)

(5)

L is the length (cm) of the Blumlein, V#O is the voltage (v)/current (A) applied to the
loa& p is the water msistivity (Q-cm), G is relative permitivity, and At is the charging
time. For our design, L is 84 cm, VO=25kV, IO=17kA, G=80, p=8MQ-cmand At
is 250 ns for an energy loss of 0.094 J or 0.5% of the total energy transferred to the
induction cell. The efficiencies of the capacitors is estimated at 98%. Total efficiency for a
magnetic pulse compression modulator is 92%.

The thyratron switched modulator has three primary loss mechanisms, ohmic losses
in the BIumlein line, fall time of the thyratron tube, and fiktmentlresemoir power
requirements. For our preliminary design, L is 84 cm, VO= 33 kV, L = 2.1 kA, G = 80,
p = 8 Mf2-cm and At is 1 w for an energy loss of 0.061 J or 1.7% of the total energy
transferred to the induction cell. The efficiency of the ihyratron tube will vary with the
tube, but, for an estimate, we can assume a fall time of 20 ns from a hold off vohage of
33 kV- with the current increasing to 2.1 kA or about 0.7 J. Note that this vafue is
~depen&nt of pulse length. Thus the thyratron tube has an efficiency of 80% for a 50 ns
pulse increasing to 95% for a 200 ns pulse. Losses for fikirnenthxexwoir power supplies
are considered as auxiliary power, and are not included as part of the modular efficiency.
Total ef’fkiency for the thyratron switched modulator is 78.6% for the 50 ns pulses
increasing to 93.4% for 200 ns.
Induction Cells - As described above, the cell effkiency should be about 65% for 50 ns
pulses. This efficiency could be> 80% is the pulse length were increased to 200 ns. RF
to beam efficiency in the high-energy lime would also increase.
Drive bearn@lsefailtime)-As inthe TBNLC, weplanto udlizethe risetimeofthe
current pulse. Some care needs to be taken in determining the energy loss in the fall time
of the pulse. The beam transport system is not expected to transport the portion of the
beam during the fall time of the voltage pulse. This small portion of the beam should be
loss to wall intemept befo~ injection into the main extinction section. A sizable amount
of the energy that flows through the pulse forming network/modulator after the “flat top”
portion of the drive pulse is energy stored in cell, i.e. gap capacitance and magnetic field
energy. This energy 10SShas already been included in the losses due to the induction core.
As an estimate of the energy to drive the core during the fall time, allow 300 A core
current (average core current used for induction cell losses) times 20 ns fall time times
one half of 100 kV or 0.3 J. This also includes the 0.1 J of gap capacitance. Thus, actual
losses during the fall time not pxtxiously accounted for is only 0.2 J giving an efficiency
of 94% for transfer of energy into the drive beam.
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(6) Drive beam to rf – The conversion losses of drive beam to rf power is due to losses ~
the front of the relativistic klystron primarily in the chopper, and msiduti ~am power
lost in the dump. This will be the same as for the TBNLC design. Thus, the efficiency
should be about 90% if the RK-CLIC generates the same power as the TBNLC.

(7) Auxiliary power – This is a miscellaneous category that accounts for 10SSCSdue to
systems such as cooling fluids, vacuum, thyratron tube hc=tindreservoir power, etc.
These losses are estimated to be about 80 kW. At 600 Hz this represents an efficiency of
0.96. This efficiency could be overly optimistic with respect to thyratron heatingheservoir
power losses, but should be accurate for the proposed magnetic compressor modulator.

To summarize the estimated efllciencies:
efficiency

Power supplies 0.93
CRC 0.96
Modulator 0.92
Induction cells 0.65
Drive beam (fall time) 0.94
Drive beamtorf , 0.9
Auxiliarv power 0.96
Total efficiency 0.43

System Cost

The cost for the RK-CLIC rf power source design should be similar to that of the T13NLCwith the
exception of induction core material, microwave components, and some electrical components.
The following cost estimate is performed for a 1 TeV cm. system.

(1)

(2)

Primary AC Power – A well accepted figure for a primary power distribution
substation is 200 $/kVA. This includes all intermpters, circuit breakers, fise disconnects,
cabling and step down transformers to a 12 kV distribution. An additional 50 $/kVA is
needed for the distribution to power supplies and outlet boxes. Required power will be
190 M’W/output. 300 outputs/unit “ 50 units .600 Hz .50 ns/pulse / 0.45 efficiency or
190 MVA. The cost for the primary AC power is about 48 $M.
Mechanical - The difference between mechanical costs between the RK-CLIC and
TBNLC designs is primarily due to the reduced core requirements and doubling the
number of output structures.

In the TBNLC the core costs were 225 $M out of a total 338 $M for mechanical
systems. This represents “$5/kg -100 kg/module “ 45,000 modules. The RK-CLIC will
require 13.4 kG of fede or 11.3 kG of METGLAS@ alloy 2417AS. The price of
METGLAS@ alloy 2605S(2 used in costing the TBNIX is about $100/kg when ordered
in small amounts. In very large quantities (and in 6 inch wide ribbon) the cost of 2605SC
is reduced to $5/kg. Assuming a similar price reduction for large quantities of2417AS,
the RK-CLIC cores should cost only about 15% of the TBNLC cores, or about 3.4 $M.
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The CMD-SO05 ferrite in large quantities is about $20/kg. However this price was not

based on competitive bidding and possibly could be furthenxl nxiuced.
The TBNLC rf output subsystem costs totaled 54.4 $M. At 30 GHz, all the

components are reduced in size by about a factor of thee reducing the cost of material,
but increasing manufacturing costs. We wilI assume these two effects cancel. ThrM
scenarios are possible for the RK-CLIC. The most costly is that ~1 components axe
doubled leading to twice the cost (total= 108.8 $M). Next, due to the lower power levels,
each output structure will have only one output port instead of two. The components
related to the second port accounted for 28.8 $M in the TBNLC (total = 80 $M). The
least expensive scenario is that standing wave cavities with single output structures are
used and cost only a third of the TBNLC output structure. Even with twice the output
structures, the to!alcost for cavities is less (total = 74.8 $M). We will use the second
scenario for figuring costs.

The estimated cost for RK-CLIC mechanical systems is 345 $M.
(3) Control and Diagnostics- Thekreased repetition rate (600 Hz), decreased ramp time

{i7 ns), and high rf frequency (30 GHz) is expected to result in more expensive control
and diagnostic systems. A difficulty in comparing the costs for the two different system
parameters is that for some components the minimum specifications are satisfacto~ for
both systems. Thus cost doesn’t change, but performance specifications are nearer to
operating specifications. For other components, the des@edparameters place you into the
next (and perhaps much more costly) level of performance specifications. In general, the
repetition rate results in minimal cost change. The higher rf iiequency components are
’30% more expensive and, due to the increase number of output structures, may be
needed in larger quantities. The beam diagnostics acquisition, analysis, and control

, systems are impacted by the faster rise time and tend to be 50% more expensive.
Conservatively, the Control and Diagnostics System will be about 50% more expensive
for the RK-CLIC than TBNLC, or about 120 $M.

(4) Electrical - The cost for the magnetic compression modulator can broken down as:
Component cost

Magnetic cores $800
Capacitors $1,200

Blumlein Line $4,400
LabcdOverhead $4A!!X)

Total: $10,400
The design of the Blumlein lines will require careful attention to tolerances possibly
leading to higher fabrication costs than normally expected. The cost estimate accounted
for these higher costs and is probabIy overly pessimistic. The use of high-voltage cables
in place of the water-fdled Blutrdein is margimdly cheaper. 7,500 modulators w needed
for the full system for a total cost of 78 $M.

The magnetic compression modulators are replacing 140 $M in components for the
TBNLC design. The remaining electrical system components are primarily dependent on
average power which is about equal between the TBNLC and RK-CLIC. Thus, the cost
estimate for the RK-CLIC electrical systems is 424 $M.

The thyratron switched modulator costs approximately $1,500 for the tube (assumed
50% reduction for large quantities), $1,000 for the Blumlein Line (looser tolerances and
smaller dimensions than for the magnetic compressor), and $500 for Labor/overhead for
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a total of $3,ooO per induction cell. 45,000 thym~n switched modulators are naed for
the full system for a total cost of 135 $M. These modulators ~ only replacing 92 $M in
components fcr the TBNLC design. Thus the tiyratron switched modulator option is not
attractive for short pulses where the magnetic compression is efficient.

The estimated cost of the RK-CLIC rf power source (1 TeV cm.):
Maior Svstern Cost ($M)

Primary AC Power 48
Mechanical 345
Control and Diagnostics 120
Electrical m

Total 937

Summary
,

Scaling the TBNLC rf power source design to 30 GHz for CLIC looks very promising in regards
to cost and efficiency, and does not reveal any “show stoppers.” More detailed analysis is required
to improve efficiency and cost estimates. Operational flexibility issues should also be studied.
Specifically, the following tasks should be performeck

1)

2)

Beam interat?ion with rf output StrUCtURX - A rf output structure design with sufficient
detail to determine surface electrical fields, impedances (wakefields) and phase veloc..ty is
needed. An alternative standing-wave design should also be done. Numerical simulations
of the beam dynamics (longitudinal and transverse) should then be perfoxmed to determine
the expected efilciency of drive beam to rf conversion and various parameter sensitivities.
This could bean iterative effort leading to an optimize output structure&sign.
Optimization of Iinac parameters for a TBA design - As &scribed in the section on
induction cells, increasing the pulse length can significantly improve effkiency. For 200 ns
pulses and thyratron tube modulators the system efficiency could increase to about 54%.
Pulse lengths of 300 ns may allow the replacement of the thyratron tubes with solid state
switches with a significant improvement in reliability and efficiency. The initial impression
is that solid state switches are prohibitively expensive, but for the vast numbers required
for the RK-CLIC and innovative manufacturing techniques, the cost could be manageable.
Repetition rates and accelerating gradients should also be included in the optimization
studies.

i
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Abstract

Electromagnetic and particle-in-cell codes in two and three
dimensions were used to design inductively detuned traveIing
wave cavities for the Relativistic Klystron Two Beam
Accelerator (RKTBA) expected to extract high RF power at
11.424 GHz for an energy upgrade (TBNLC) to the Next
Linear Collider, as well as for the prototype (RTA) being built
at LBNL. Previous design was based mainly on 2D
calculations. We will present full 3D simulations of a three-
cell traveling wave structure in two configurations (with and
without a choke structure), as well as preliminary cold-test
results of a model cavity assembly.

Introduction

A preliminary point design study for an rf pow”ersource
based on the Relativistic Klystron Two Beam Accelerator
(’RKT’BA)COncept,mextract high power at 11.424 GHz for the
1 TeV center of mass Next Linear Collider design has been
presented recently by a LBNL-LLNL team [1]. The point
design requires that the bunched drive-beam delivers 360 MW
ofrfpower with anrfcurrentof 1.15 kA(600ADC)ineach
of the 150 rf extraction cavities in a 3(RIm long RK-TBA. To
achieve this goal, and to maintain longitudinal beam stability
over long distances, the extraction cavity must be inductively
detuned. To maintain low surface fields to avoid breakdowns,
we consider traveling-wave output structures. The frequency-
domain and time-domain computations were performed using
the three-dimensional electromagnetic code MAFIA [2]. Based
on the simulation results an experimental, cold test, extraction
cavity was fabricated and tested. Initial S-parameter
measurements show good agreement with numerical
calculations.

Numerical Simulations

The numerical effort for the physics design of the rf
extractioit cavity is based on calculations that are fully three-
dimensional electromagnetic simulations of’ the complete
cavity geometty including the output structures and the driving
beam.

~The favored type of simulations that we have been
performing are the so-called “stiff-beam” calculations, where
the beam excites the cavity to generate electromagnetic fields,
but the fields do not act upon the beam. From this type of
simulation we can calculate the electromagnetic fields and the
wake potentials. The output power can be calculated as a
function of time. The beam dynamics can be analyzed from the
wakes potentials by beam dynamics code simulations [3,4,5].

* Supported by DOE SBIR grants DE-FG03-95ER81974and DE-
FG03-96ER82179, by DOE contract W-7405-EFJG-48(~), and
by DOE contract AC03-76SIWO098(’H).

The mesh size used is under one millimeter to accurately
represent the cavity geometry. TMs type of mesh translates
into a calculation involving about one million nodes.
Furthermore, time steps of under 1 picosecond (dictated by the
Courant condition for stable simulation) require running the
calculation for several tens of thousands of time steps to
simulate seveml tens of nanoseconds in order to have a smooth
lilting of the cavity and reach steady-state condition.

The beam is represented as a train of micro-pulses at the
driving t%equency.Each rni-ptdse line-charge density shape
is represented as the superposition of a constant’tkrm and three
harmonica of the train frequency; this improves the numerical
staMy of the simulation.

The filly electromagnetic, thee-dimensional code MAFJA
has been the code of choice to perform all calculations. We
have been using the frequencydomain as well as the time-
dornain modules. The alternate filly electromagnetic, three-
dimensiomd Particldn-Cell code ARGUS [6] has been used to
cross-check the MAFIA calculations.

Traveling Wave Extraction Cavhs

To avoid electrical Ixeakdow traveling-wave cavities are
prefemd over standing wave cavities since they generate lower
surface electric fields for a given output power.

Present designs for the TBNLC extraction cavities evolve
around traveling wave structures (TINS) with 3 cells of 8 mm
inner radius; 180 MW of rf power is extracted through each of
2 separate ports in the third cell and transported via
waveguides.

Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the 3-cell traveling wave
output srructure. A beam pipe length of 3.0 cm on each side is
required to confine the electromagnetic field inside the cavity.
The rf power is extracted through two WR90 waveguides
attached to the last cell of the cavity.

WR90

J-u--l!
“—’-’’-M-

WR90
Fig. 1. Schematic of the 3-Cell TWS. The structure is cylindrically

symmetric with the exception of the two WR90
waveguides.



For this type of structure we have found a cavity design
that delivers the right amount of power for the design
parameters of the beam. Fig. 2 shows the calculated power as a
function of time out of each WR90.

l-CELL-lWS
~ v& T’SK AT EACW OUI’?UT WWEGUIDE

400
~; {;: t

.-,--

TtME(W) .
F@. 2. Output power aigntdwith a time-averageof 180 MW per

waveguide.

From the longitudinal wake potential we have found that
the beam is detuned by W’ (lagging in phase). Calculations
using the RKS code [3] have shown that this amount of
detuning is required to obtainlongitudinalbeamstabilityfora
long machine,as well as to sustainthe level of outputpower
for up to 150 Smctures.Fig. 3 shows the longitudinal wake
andthebeamprofile foradetunedstmctum as a fitnction of the
distatice from the beam-train hea~ in the micro-bunch frame,
particles at the front lose energy and slow down, while
particles at the tail gain energy, producing a bunching effect
that counteracts the space charge debunehing.

$-CELL-TWS
Lommmnu WAKE WTEwnu AlmcwARaEDEnsln

#

1
10

Em
1

2 +---.-.-*.-i-&---...*----.+---.-~-+.-..-----i

S (m)

Fig. 3. Longitudinal wake variation over two micro-pulses
showing the inductive detuning.

The peak surface electric field calculated is =75 MV/m, a
field that is within the upper limit in the peak electric field
that has been imposed as a constraint in the design.

Transverse beam dynamics require low shunt impedances
to avoid the beam break-upinstability (BBU). Even when the
3-Cell TWS has low enough transverse impedance to avoid
BBU [7], further dampingof thehigh order modes is desirable
to increase the confidence for the success of the accelerator as
well as to relax tolerances on other parameters.

The addition of a cylindrically symmetric choke structure
[8] to the 3-cell TWS, that confines the fundamental mode of
the cavity while allowing high order modes to propagate out of
the structure has been evaluated numerically.

Figure 4. shows a schematic of the 3-Cell TWS with
choke used in the simulation. The dirnesions of the 3 cells are
changed slightly to compensate for the effect of the choke
structures in the resonant frequency; the output waveguides am
the same as in the previous case.

Absorbers

&fj

BEAM*
HOMHOM

-MIWT

Fig. 4. Schematicof the 3-CA TWS with choke. ‘Thestructureis
cylindrically syrnmemicwith the exception of the two
WR90 waveguides.

It was found numerically that by a small change in the
cavity dimensions, to keep the resonant frequency constant, the
cavity could extract the same amount of power from the beam
while maintaining the inductive detuning. Even when this
design was not optimized the transverse impedance calculated
decreased appreciable by the introduction of the choke.

Cold tests of the rf cavity structure

An experimental 3-cell traveling wave extraction cavity
was designed and fabricated. The design is based on the results
of the 3D computer simulations. Since cold tests do not
present any break down or vacuum requirements the cavity
mechanical design is rather simple, allowing a quick and
flexible assembly of the cavity. The cavity assembly shown in
Fig. 5 consists of from 1 to 5 cells and two 30 mm long end
beam pipes. One of the cells contains the two extraction
apertures connecting to the WR90 waveguides. The test cavity
is made from brass to reduce manufacturing costs.

Cold test measurements can be used to validate the results
of the electromagnetic computer calculations by measuring the
frequency-dependent S-parameters of the extraction cavity.
Furthermore the measurements may allow the optimization of
the extraction cavity geometry by evaluating the loaded Q of
the cavity.

——— —
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Fig. 5 The test extraction cavity assembly sehematks showing
a) side-view, b) cross-seetion, and c) top view.

The test is perfosmedin the LBNL LarnbertsonBeam
ElectrodynamicsLaboratoryusing the HP 5810 RF vector
networkanalyzer.Fig. 6 shows the test system layout. The
networkanalyzeroscillator signal is introducedthrougha
WR90waveguidein oneextractionaperturewhilethesecond
aperture,througha WR90wavegttide,canbe connectedto a
matchedload,shornopenor to thenetworkanalyzefssecond
channel.

Netwolk
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Fig. 6. The cold test setup layout

The cavity S-parameters are measured for cases when the
seeond extraction aperture is terminated with a short, open, and
a matched load. Fig. 7 shows an example of a frequency
dependent S 11 measurement in agreement with MAFIA
calculations. The frequency shift, and the difference in the
loaded Q, between the calculated and measured S 11 behavior is
probably due to the resolution of the calculation. The final
tuning of the system can be done by readjusting the
dimensions of the cavity using the above measuring procedure.

Future plans include the extension of the measurement
system to frequency perturbation techniques using moveable
dielectric rods or beads inside the cavity structure to evaluate
the RfQ and the electric field variation along the cavity.

Fig. 7.
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Comparison between measured and calculated frequeney
dependent S11 for the 3 cell cavity with two 15x4mmexit
apemsms.The second extraction aperture is terminated
with a matched load.
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m-d is now undergoingtesting. We will shift focus in the sec&d section in order
to discuss some recent work on extendingthe RK-TBAconcept to higher energy
andhigher frequencycolliders.

RTA},PROTOTYPE RF POWER SOURCE

Construction of the RTA, a prototype of the proposed TBNLC RF power
source subunits [6], has started at LBNL. Details of the RTA design has been
presented elsewhere [7, 8]. Here, we describe the 1-MV, 1.2-kA induction
electrongun and thepulsedpower systemfor the gun.

Induction Electron Gun

An illustrationof the 1-MV, 1.24A induction electron source, referredto as
the gun, is shown in Figure 1. The cores are segmented radhlly to reduce the
individual aspect (Ar/Az) ratios with each driven separately at about 14 kV. The
lower aspect ratio reduces the variation in core impedance during the voltage
pulse simplifying the pulse forming network(PFN) design. We chose a constant
radius design for the cathode-side cells. ‘Ilk design increased the METGLAS@
core volume by about 10%. but the added cost was recovered in reduced insulator
and fabrication costs. Figure 2 is a photograph of the completed cathode-half of
the gun undergoing initial pulsed power tests. Currently, the cathode-half gun is

.#- being used to test various insulator configurations. The test results will be

.J
incorporated into the RTA’s induction accelerator design.

FIGURE 1. Illustrationof the RTA gun, a 1.2-I(A 1-MeV inductionelectronsource.
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A novel feature of the gun design is the insulator. We are doing hQh voltage
testing with a single, 30 cm ID, PYRE2@’ tube for the insulator with no

.. .. intermediate electrodes. Average gradient rdong the insulator at the operating
4 voltage of 500 kV is about 5.1 kV/cm. Maximum fields at the triple points,

intersection of insulatoi, vacuum, and metal, is less than 3.5 kV/cm. Maximum
surface fields in the cathode half of the gun are about 85 kV/cm. The rationale for
using PYREX@ is to explore methods of reducing the costs of induction injectors.
PYREX@ is significantly less expensive than ceramic, and additional savings are
realized by avoiding intermediate electrodes. Since there is addition+ risk
associated with this approach, our design allows for the addition of
intermediak electrodes andlor substitution of a ceramic insulator with minimal
impact to schedule or expense. However, the initial high-voltige tests on the
cathode-side insulator are encouraging.

Pulsed Power System

The pulsed power system will consist of a 20-kV Energy Storage Bank
Charging Power Supply, 3-kJ Energy Storage BanlG two Command ResonaM
Charging Chassis, 24 Switched Pulse Forming Networks, and four Induction Core
Reset Pulsers. A photograph of one PFN is shown in FQure 3. Each PFN will
drive a single 3-core induction cell. A sample pulse is shown in F&ure 4.



FIGURE3. Photographof single PFNused FIGURE4. Oscilloscope trace of pulsed
for drking a gun induction cell. The PFN k power pulse applied to induction cell, Top
conprised of muilipb LC stages charged to trace ia voftage (1O kV/dw) and middle trace
about 28 kV and uses thyratron swfihching. is currant (4 kNdw). Tim scale: 100 nsfrfw.

Segmentingthe core in the induction cell and driving the individual axe segments
avoids a high-voltsge stepup transformer. This redueea the developmental effon
needed to achieve a “god” flattop puke. (minimsf energy variation) rmd improves
the efficiency of the overafl pulsed power system. Our system of low-voltage
PFNs driving multiple core induction cells is similar to Uresystem envisioned for
the extraction section in the TBNLC design. For the core materiaf, we choose
METGLAS@ sRoy 2605SC instead of tie2714AS, the preferred materiaf for the

,: TBNLC, due “to Ore larger inner diameter gun cores. In the RTA gun
J eontiguration, the Isrger flux swing of2605SC was of greater importance tAan the

lower loss per unit volume of 2714AS. The RTA extraction scetion will use
2714AS to pcmrit m secrrrate measurement of the puked fwwer system efficiency
expected for the TBNLC.

An area of eoncem is the consistency of the METGLAS@ cores. Several core
materisfs were tested at the RTA Test Facility [9] to establish a data base for
design studies. However, tfrk testing did not address the issue of consistency
between cores of the Same materiaf. We now have a data bsae inchrding the 38
cores of METGLAS @ SI1OY2605SC rracd in the eorr.stmctionof the cathode-half
of the gun. f3gure 5 shows the energy loss per unit volume for these cores at a
flux swing rate, dB/dt,of 5T/ILS.The cores used 20 P Urick2605SC Iayera with
mylar insulation and achieved an average packing fraction of 76%, minimrmr of
72% and maximum of 78%. The cores had a radiaf tldckness of 5.8 cm with an
inner radius of 19 cm, 27 cm, or 35 cm. The small, medhrm, and large cores in

Figure 5 refer to the different inner mdii. The three horizontal fines represent the
average 10ssper volume for the respective core sizes. The smstler the core rsdhrs,
the higher the loss per volume, aa ahown in the figure. However, total loss per
core for the 38 cores was approximately the same with no significant dependence
on core size.
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llse standard deviation in loss per volume for the small and medhrm cores wss
14% arrd the large core was 29%. However, by matching the cores, the standard
deviation for a three core cell was reduced to 4%. If the core loaaea vary
aufticierdly, it becomes necessary to tsilor individual PFNa to adjust for the
different cell loads. For a large relstiviatic fdystron, matching cd cores should
permit acceptable 10ssvmiation.

HIGHER-ENERGY,HIGHER-FREQUENCYCOLLIDERS

We arc ewrcntly evafuadng possible desigm for a 5-TeV-scale ccdfider [1O],
baaed on operating frequencies higher thsn 11.424 GHz. We propose the use of
high curren~ high power lmrna in the resin collider finaca, while loosening some
of the stringent parameters in the tinsl focus section. The accelerating structure in
the resin tinscs must of necessity be heavily damped, as well as detuned to allow
for fast roll-off of the short-range waketields. Tfds damped, detuned two-beans
accelerator we dub the DD-TBA.

Interaction Point Physics

Requirements of high average Imnhroaity, a usable level of bcsmatrafdung
induced energy spread, and a low background of Klgh energy photons Iead to
tradeoffs between bermspower and besm quslky. The definition of terms snd a
eomprehenaive review of the relevant 3P physics in a tinear collider can be found
in WIIaon’ssrticle [11], Pafroer [12], snd Irwhr [13].

The NLC [14] klystron-baaed collider designs have eafdbked overall wall
plug to besm efficiencies sround 10%. In order to hold down total power



consumption, a heavy burden is usually placed on generating and maintaining
higher quality beams, keephg the beam power at lower levels. In this DD-TBA
collider design, the net efficiency can be 50% or more. In this scheme, we choose
instead to operate with much higher beam power in order to relax some of the
constraintsandchallenges at the final f-. Various proposedschemes, andtheii
IP pammetersets areliited in Table I. The parametersof the l-TeV NLC case are
includedfm compslison.

Forthe DD-TBA~&sign we have allowed for both a largerbeam spot size and
normalizedemittance, while keeping Y and ~ at moderatevalues. The range of
T considered in the various deAgns spans an orderof magnitude. The physics of
high (>>1) Y interactions is still not understood, so placing any uppex limit is
somewhatpremature. Also, the issue of energy resolution in the dehxtor systems
must be addressed before an upper limit on 6B can be imposed as a design
cmstraint. However, in a reasonable5-TeV collider desism. it is ven d~mdt to
achiive an energyspreadbelow 10%.

-- .

hbk I. comPti

f= (ToV)
L(l~cm%s”’)

N(10’~

f@lrn)
Efly$m)

nof linear colfidarIP parameters.
Palmer (12] Invin[13] Wilson[11] DD-TBA** NLC

5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 1.0
2.5
0.31
12.7
0.2
136
20
1.5
-7,3

2.5
0.03
330
0.1

156*
2T
3.3
7

2.5
0.44
5.6
0.1
700
20
1
7

2.5
0.25
71

0.4
180
20
4
2

0.11
1.1
12.6
5.1
48
150
110
7.6

2 1.4* 1.1* 2 1.4
21 4* 28 7.8 0.29
27 1o* 20 15.5 12.6
54 40 18 72 7.9

● These parameters are not given expfiiittyby the authors, but have been derivedfrom
sealingrelationships.
; We have used a value of ~ equal to 0.10.

frep isthe pufaetrain repetitionfrequency nb is the number of bunches per train.

llds loosening of beam quality does not come without its price. The RK
power source is most eftlcient when generating long RF pulses (100’s to 1000’s
of ns). Efftcient use of thatpulse means thatwe must use bunch trainsthat span
it. To achieve the required luminosity, we must also pack the bunches tightly
together. The currentDD-TBA design uses trainsof 4761 0.4-nC bunches with a
separationof 2 RF wavelengths. This gives a large DC currentof 6.01 A during
the puke, which has a repetitionrateof 10 Hz.



High Gradient Structures .

The transport and acceleration of such large cument beams necessitates a hard
study of the high grtilent structures. The introductionby Wilson [15] provides
an in-depth discussion of thepertinent physics. Once an average current is
chose%the S- d@gn becomes a tradeoffbetween acceleratinggrdent and
RF to beam power eonvemion effkiency. We adopt an approachthatuses heavy
beam loading to ~st efficiency, while maintaining relatively high loaded
acceleratinggredents. The linac structure aredesigned to have high effkiency
in transferof RF power to beam power (-80%), with high input RF power (400
MW/structure).The structureparam&ersarelisted in Table 2.

The transverse wakefields in tlds stmeture are quite severe due to the large
cumenL By using heavily damped struetureewe ean produce designs with low
dipole mode Qs. This can significantly damp wakefield levels generated by a
k-rich at a given point in the stmctureby the time the next bunch amives.
Table2. Linacstructuremmrneters.

Frequency 30 GHz I& . 6.01 A
pgroup 0.10 Inputpower 400 MW

ti 0.214 Peak gradient 244 MV/m
r/Q 23.7 kSYm Average gradient 126 MV/m
Q 4425 Power intobeam 316 MW

Fitltires 14ns Power intowatls 80 MW
% 0.298 Structuresper m 2

., : Relativistic Klystron Source
4

The relativistic klystron power source design is similar to the proposed
TBNLC. For this design, each unit would power 600 high gradientstructures,so
thateach Iinacarmwould require79 DD-TBA UtitS.

Each DD-TBJ$ consists of a 3.5-kA, 5.O-MeVinjector, a beam modulation
unit an adiabaticcapturesection to bunch and acceleratethe beam, the main RF
extraction section, and an afterburnersection to extract power from the beam
while decelerating it prior to the dump. At the entrance to the main extraction
sectioni the beam has an average energy of 25 MeV and carries 3150 A of RF
currentwith 1750 A of DC current.Each relativistic klystronhas 300 extraction
sections to power 600 high gradient structures. The ultimate efficiency of the
relativistic klystron is limited by the numberof extraedon sections the beam ean
pass through before succumbing to beam breakup(BBU) instaMlities. Careful
attentionmust thenbe paid to transportandstability.

Transport and Beam Stability

Permanentmagnet quadruples are employed to provide a magnetic FODO
lattice. The lattice has a 0.33 m period with a 60° phase advance per period,
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giving a 2 m betatronperiod. The quadruple magnets areferriteawith an 800 G
poletip field, 1.0 cm bore radi~ and 0.48 occupancy factor. For a normalized
edge emittauce of 2000Jrmm-mrad, the equilibrium beam edge radius will be
about2.0 mm.

Two severe transverseinstabilitieshave been identifiedin the RK-TBA. One
is a low frequencymode associatedwith the inductionmodules,and the other is a
high frequencymo& due to the RF extractionstructures. Similar instabilitieswill
exist in this ddgn,but at higher frequencies. Simple scaling arguments [16]
imply that the high frequency instaMlity growth rate in this design could be a
factorof 4 higher than in the TBNLCdesign, while the low frequency instability
rate couldbe 10timeshigher, if leftuncamled.

Beamenergyspread shouldresult in effectiveLandaudampingto counter the
low frequency instability. Transport of the beam depends upon the ferrite
permanentmagnet quadrupolea. Increasing the poletip field of the magnets will
also increase the quadruple gra@ent. Alternatively,we can increase the bore of
the beam pipe as well as induction gaps, while increasingthe poletip field at fixed
beam energy, and maintaiqthe same Matron period. Thus, we can dccmase the
transverse impedance due to the induction gaps, and hence the low frequency
instabilitygrowthrate.

The higher ficquency mode is more sevexe. Our solution is to place the
extractionstructure3at half-betatronwavelen~ on the nodes. The growth rate
shmdd be similarly depressed as in the betatronnode scheme for the TBNIX [3].
Field errortolerance in the quadruples become an issue, since this instability is
sensitive to the details of the focusing lattice with respect to the positions of the
RF outputstructures.

Anotherbeam dynamic issue relatedto the induction cell is the extraction
of RF power from the modulatedbeam. Power is absorbedby various materials
in the cell and reduces efficiency. Techniques for lowering the longitudhml
impedance of the cell at 30 GHz, thereforeminimizing power loss in the output
structures,is an active areaof study.

The idler cavities in the adiabatic capture section and the extraction
structuresin the main section are detuned from synchronism at 30 GHz. TMs
compensates for bunch lengthening effects, and provides longitudhml focusing.
The synchrotronsoscillation, induced by the power extraction and reacceleration,
has a periodof 91 m.

Induction Modules

We have designed a system to provide 155 kV per induction cell, to replace
the beamenergy lost in the RF outputstructures. Forour long pulse (300 ns), and
assuming thatwe drive the core to saturatio~ the 27 14AS materialhas the lowest
losses, and hence the largestefficiency. For a DC currentof 1750A and voltage
of 155 kV/cell, the net core efficiency is -91 %.
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Traveling Wave Output Structures

We obtain a ze-rdcr design for tiM30-GHz outputstructuresby scaling the
physical dimensions from our 11.424 GHz design. The structure is initially
designed to operate in the 2x13mode, but is then detuned by 3(Y’so that it will
actually resonate in the z/2 mode when driven at 30 GHz. The structure
w- arelis~~ Table 3.

Table3. Traveling wave outputstructureparameters.
Frequency 30 GHz FLKJ 19 W/cell

2zf3 ● Pout 301 Mw
:: 0.85 Max. fietd 344 MV/m

* wti~ by 300- ri&’&t traveling mode is W.

System E~iencies

Thepuke power system suitable for thk design would utiiize a DC power
supply, a CommandResonant Charging(CRC) chassis, and thyratronswitching,
like the earlierTBNLC propoard. We can make predktions of the effkiency of
the pulse power system based on our previous work These estimates are listed
below in Table 4. Hcxethe drive beam fall time has been included to account for
loaaiesat the end of the voltmze@se that $R di=ip~ in ~ indu~on COR=
Drive beam to RF losses ac&~t for the beam 16sses at the front end of the
relativistic klystron, and for beam power lost at the dump. Auxiliary power
accounts for cooling and vacuum systems, etc. We include tie RF to beam
efficiency of the high gri@ent structures,and calculate the net efficiency of the
RK-TBA to be -52%.

Table 4. Power source efficiencies.
DC Power 0.93 Drive Beam Fall Time 0.94

Command Resonant Charging 0.98 Drive Beam to RF 0.93
Modulator(thyratron) 0.94 AuxiliaryPower 0.98

InductionCalls “ 0.91 RF to High Energy Beam 0.79
Net Wall Plugto Beam 0.52

Future Colli&r and Power Source Studies

We are exploring techxdqueato modulate beams and extract power at much
higher frequencies (30 GHz - 120 GHz or higher). At these frequencies, fkee
electron lasers become good candidates for modulating beams [17]. We are
currentlydesigning inductively detuned RF extraction cavities at 30-35 GHz, to
take advantageof some available beam sources. W-band (90-120 GHz) systems
are also behg considered in supportof high-gradientstructureresearchoccuming
elsewhere.

I
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